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Abstract
Intelligent tutors have often been used mainly to teach students. In the
ASSISTments project, we have emphasized using the intelligent tutoring system as
an assessment system that just so happens to provide instructional assistance during
the test. In this chapter we review and summarize some of the main studies we
have done with the system. Usually its believed that assessment get harder if
students are allowed to learn during the test, as its then like try to hit a moving
target. So our results are surprising, that by providing tutoring to students while
they are assessed we actually improve the assessment of students’ knowledge. We
also review out attempts to give teachers feedback based on fine grained skill
models. Overall, we conclude that using intelligent tutoring systems to do
assessment seems like a reasonable way of dealing with the dilemma that every
minute spent testing students takes time away from instruction.
Key word: Intelligent Tutoring System, online tutoring, assessment, student
modeling

Introduction
In many States there are concerns about poor student performance on new high-stakes standards
based tests that are required by No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Partly in response to this
pressure, and partly because teachers, parents, and other stakeholders want and need more
immediate feedback about how students are doing, there has recently been intense interest in
using periodic benchmark tests to predict student performance on end-of-year accountability
assessments (Olson, 2005). Some teachers make extensive use of practice tests and released
items to target specific student knowledge needs and identify learning opportunities for
individual students and the class as a whole so that their instruction could be data-driven.
However, such formative assessments not only require great effort and dedication, but they also
take valuable time away from instruction. Thereby, limited classroom time available in middle
school classes compels teachers to choose between time spent assisting students' development
and time spent assessing students' abilities. Critics of NCLB are calling the bill “No Child Left
Untested” emphasizing the negative side of assessment, in that every hour spent assessing
students is an hour lost from instruction. Or does it have to be? What if we better integrated
assessment into the classroom, and we allowed students to learn during the test? Noticing the
dilemma, Heffernan at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and his colleagues at Carnegie Mellon
University started to build a system ("ASSISTments"i) to help resolve this dilemma.
Traditionally the two areas of testing (i.e. Psychometrics) and instruction (i.e., math educational

research and instructional technology research) have been separate fields of research with their
own goals. Therefore, in order to put them together the solution here must involve a way
whereby students can take an assessment, but at the same time, make sure that students’ time is
spent primarily on learning. It should be able to provide an accurate prediction of student
performance on the standardized tests so that teachers have an idea of how their students will
perform on end-of-year assessment. Meanwhile, it will present a more fine-grained evaluation of
student abilities so the teachers will be able to use this detailed feedback to tailor their instruction
to focus on the particular difficulties identified by the system.
In this chapter, we will describe how the solution has been achieved by providing both assistance
and assessment in an integrated fashion. In the first section, we focus on giving an overview of
the ASSISTments system, including the structure of an ASSISTment, the problem sequencing,
the teacher reports, the authoring tools, content development and usage and also the evidence
showing the effectiveness of tutoring in ASSISTments. The second section is devoted to student
modeling and performance estimation in the ASSISTments system. We will describe how we
improve the accuracy of assessment by tracking how much assistance students need.
Furthermore, our fine-grained cognitive models that map each question to a few knowledge
components allow us to more accurately predict these scores. We conclude the chapter in the
third section.

Background on the ASSISTments System
The ASSISTments project is joint research conducted by Worcester Polytechnic Institute and
Carnegie Mellon University and is funded by grants from the Department of Education, the
National Science Foundation, and the Office of Naval Research. The ASSISTment project’s goal
is to provide cognitive-based assessment of students while providing tutoring content to students.
The ASSISTment system aims to assist students in learning the different skills needed for the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) test or (other state tests) while at the
same time assessing student knowledge to provide teachers with fine-grained assessment of their
students’ knowledge; it assists while it assesses. The system assists students in learning different
skills through the use of scaffolding questions, hints, and incorrect messages (or buggy messages)
(Razzaq et al., 2005). Assessment of student performance is provided to teachers through realtime reports based on statistical analysis. Using the web-based ASSISTment system is free and
only requires registration on our website; no software need be installed. Our system is primarily
used by middle- and high-school teachers throughout Massachusetts who are preparing students
for the MCAS tests. Currently, we have over 3000 students and 50 teachers using our system as
part of their regular math classes. We have had over 30 teachers use the system to create content.
Though ASSISTments is a derivative of Cognitive Tutor (Anderson et al., 1995), it is built for
different anticipated classroom use from the Cognitive Tutor. Cognitive Tutor students are
intended to use the tutor two class periods a week. Students are expected to proceed at their own
rate letting the mastery learning algorithm advance them through the curriculum. Some students
will make steady progress while others will be stuck on early units. There is value in this in that
it allows students to proceed at their own paces. One downside from the teachers’ perspective
could be that they might want to have their class all do the same material on the same day so they
can assess their students. ASSISTments were created with this classroom use in mind.
ASSISTments were created with the idea that teachers would use it once every two weeks as part

of their normal classroom instruction, meant more as a formative assessment system and less as
the primary means of assessing students. Cognitive Tutor advances students only after they have
mastered all of the skills in a unit. We know that some teachers use some features to
automatically advance students to later lessons because they might want to make sure all the
students get some practice on quadratics, for instance.
We think that no one system is “the answer” but that they have different strengths and
weaknesses. If the student uses the computer less often there comes a point where mastery
learning based program (i.e., the Cognitive Tutor) may be behind on what a student knows, and
seem to move along too slowly to teachers and students. On the other hand, a weakness of
ASSISTments is that does not offer mastery learning and adaptive activity selection, so if
students struggle, it does not automatically adjust. It is assumed that the teacher (and not the
computer system) will decide if a student needs to go back and look at a topic again.

The Structure of an ASSISTment
Koedinger et al. (2004) introduced pseudo-tutors which mimic cognitive tutors but are limited to
a single problem. The ASSISTment system uses a further simplified pseudo-tutor, called an
ASSISTment, where only a linear progression through a problem is supported which makes
content creation easier and more accessible to a general audience.
An ASSISTment consists of a single main question (a.k.a. original question) and a tutoring
session for assistance. As students working in the system, the main question will be presented
first and can be treated as an assessment task for which students need to submit an answer. In
contrast to a traditional testing environment, students can request assistance if they don’t know
how to answer the question, though it is generally thought to be pedagogically more desirable
that a student submits a thoughtful answer before accessing the tutoring. For any given problem,
assistance to students is available either in the form of a hint sequence or a set of scaffolding
questions. Hints are messages that provide insights and suggestions for solving a specific
problem, and each hint sequence ends with a bottom-out hint which gives the student the answer.
Scaffolding questions are designed to lead the student one-step-at-a-time to the solution and each
step addresses specific skills needed to answer the original question. Students must answer each
scaffolding question in order to proceed to the next scaffolding question. When students finish
all of the scaffolding questions, they may be presented with the original question again to finish
the problem. Each scaffolding question also has a hint sequence to help the students answer the
question if they need extra help. Additionally, constructive feedback called buggy messages are
provided to students if certain anticipated incorrect answers are selected or entered, otherwise a
generic feedback message will be shown. For problems without scaffolding, a student will
remain in a problem until the problem is answered correctly and can ask for hints which are
presented one at a time. If scaffolding is available, the student will be programmatically
advanced to the scaffolding questions in the event of an incorrect answer. The flowchart in
Figure 1 portrays the interaction between an ASSISTment and a student.
[INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE: A flowchart that portrays interaction between an
ASSISTment and a student]

Figure 1. A flowchart that portrays interaction between an ASSISTment and a student

The ASSISTments assume that students may know certain skills and rather than slowing them
down by going through all of the scaffolding first, ASSISTments allow students to try to answer
questions without showing every step. This differs from Cognitive Tutors (Anderson et al., 1995)
and Andes (VanLehn et al., 2005) which both ask the students to fill in many different steps in a
typical problem. We prefer our scaffolding pattern as it means that students get through items
that they know faster and spend more time on items they need help on. It is not unusual for a
single Cognitive Tutor Algebra Word problem to take ten minutes to solve, while filling in a
table of possibly dozens of sub-steps, including defining a variable, writing an equation, filling in
known values, etc. We are sure, in circumstances where the student does not know these skills,
that this is very useful. However, if the student knows most of the steps this may not be
pedagogically useful.

1.2 The Authoring tools
Hints, scaffolds, and buggy messages together help create ASSISTments that are structurally
simple but can address complex student behavior and provide appropriate intervention. The
structure and the supporting interface used to build ASSISTments (the authoring tools or
sometimes referred to as the builder), shown in Error! Reference source not found., uses
common web technologies such as HTML and JavaScript, allowing it to be used on most modern
browsers. The authoring tools are simple enough so that users with little or no computer

programming experience or cognitive psychology background can use it easily. Error!
Reference source not found. shows an ASSISTment being built on the left and what the student
sees is shown on the right. Content authors can easily enter question text, hints and buggy
messages by clicking on the appropriate field and typing; formatting tools are also provided for
easily bolding, italicizing, etc. Images and animations can also be uploaded in any of these fields.
The builder also enables scaffolding within scaffold questions, although this feature has not been
often been used in our existing content.
[INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE: An item in the builder and on the corresponding student
screen]

Figure 2. An item in the builder and on the corresponding student screen

Several studies (Heffernan et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2005) have been conducted to evaluate the
authoring tools in terms of usability and decreased creation time of tutors. We augmented the
builder to track how long it takes authors to create an ASSISTmentii, then invited content
creators (undergraduate students and middle school math teachers, all without computer
programming experience) to build tutors using the builder. Once we know how many
ASSISTments authors have created, we can estimate the amount of content tutoring time created
by using the previously established number that students spend about 2 minutes per ASSISTment
(Heffernan et al., 2006). This number is averaged from data from thousands of students. This
produced a ratio of development time to on-line instruction time of about 40:1, comparing

against the literature suggesting a 200:1 ratio (Anderson et al., 1995). The result showed that our
pseudo-tutor-based system can reduce the time required to build a single hour of content from
100 to 1000 hours to 10 to 30 hours (Heffernan et al., 2006). This suggests that our method for
creating tutoring content is much more cost effectively. We did this by building a tool that
reduces both the skills needed to create content as well as the time needed to do so. The
determination of whether the ASSISTments created by the content authors produces significant
learning is work in progress, however, our subject matter expert was satisfied that the content
created was of good quality.

Reporting
Schools seek to use the yearly MCAS assessments in a data-driven manner to provide regular and
ongoing feedback to teachers and students on progress towards instructional objectives. But teachers
do not want to wait six months for the state to grade the exams. Teachers and parents also want
better feedback than they currently receive. The reporting (Feng & Heffernan, 2007) in the
ASSISTments System has been built to identify the difficulties individual students - and the class
as a whole – are having. It is intended that teachers will be able to use this detailed feedback to
tailor their instruction to focus on the particular difficulties identified by the system.

Figure 3. Grade book report

[INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE: Grade book report]
The “Grade Book”, shown in Figure 3, is the ASSISTment report used most frequently by
teachers. Each row in the report represents information for one student, including our prediction
of his MCAS score based on student response to the original questions. Besides presenting
information on the item level, it also summarizes the student’s actions in “ASSISTment metrics”
which tells more about students’ actions besides their performance. For example, it illuminates
students’ unusual behaviour, such as making far more attempts and requesting more hints than
other students in the class. By clicking the link of the skill that the student has the lowest percent
correct, the teacher can see what those questions were and what kind of errors the student made.
Knowing students’ reactions to questions helps teachers to improve their instruction and enable
them to correct students’ misunderstandings in a straightforward way. Finding out students’
difficult knowledge components may also help us improve our item sequencing strategies.
The grade book report gives an overview of a student/a class’s performance. Figure 4 shows an
item report which shows teachers how students are doing on individual problems. By presenting
in different colours and using different tags, the report helps teachers quickly tell if a student
answered the question correctly; if not, did they give incorrect answer at their first attempt or
they requested for hint, or asked the tutor to break the item into steps. Teachers can tell at a
glance which students are asking for too many bottom-out hints (cells are colored in yellow).
Teachers can also see what students have answered for each question.

[INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE: An item report tells teachers how students are doing on
individual problems]

Figure 4. An item report tells teachers how students are doing on individual problems.

Teachers seem to think highly of the ASSISTment system not only because their students can get
instructional assistance in the form of scaffolding questions and hint messages while working on
real MCAS items, but also because they can get online, live reports on students’ progress while
students are using the system in the classroom.

Content development and management
We are attempting to support the full life cycle of content authoring and management with the
tools available in the ASSISTment system. Teachers can create problems with tutoring, map
each question to the skills required to solve them, bundle problems together in sequences that
students work on, view reports on students’ work and use tools to maintain and refine their
content over time.
Figure 5 shows how 1) students login, 2) get assignments to do, which then show up such as in
the right hand side of Figure 1. Figure 2 also shows that our web-based system allows teachers
access to 3) get reports, 4) manage classes, 5) get reports on students, 6a) create, edit and
maintain content with the builder, 6b) find their own and others people’s content (such as their
students’ content) 6c-e) bundling that content and assigning it to their students. We even have
working reports (step 7) that automatically analyze the results of experiments that randomly
assign students to conditions, which is the sort of analysis we need to determine if learning is
happening.
[INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE: ASSISTments attempt to support the full life cycle of
content authoring]

Figure 5. ASSISTments attempt to support the full life cycle of content authoring.

Analyzing Learning effectiveness in ASSISTments
We analyze data within ASSISTments usage to determine whether assistment effectively teaches.
For the studies reported by Feng, Heffernan, & Koedinger (2006a, 2006b), we used the
ASSISTments system to track student knowledge longitudinally over the course of a schools
year, based upon each student using our system about a dozen times during the course of the year.
This result confounded learning from the computer system with students learning from their
sitting their normal class. To eliminate this confound, Feng, Heffernan, Beck & Koedinger (2008)
looked to see if students were reliably learning from their time spent with the computer in a
single day. We conducted a focused analysis of a subset of items. Items that have the same deep
features or knowledge requirements, like approximating square roots, but have different surface
features, like cover stories,
were organized into a Group of Learning OPportunity (GLOP). We assessed learning by
comparing student performance the first time they were given one item from a GLOP with their
performance when they were given more items (also more opportunities) from the same GLOP
in the same day. If students tend to perform better on later opportunities of items in a GLOP, it

indicates that they may have learnediii from the instructional assistance provided on items by the
ASSISTments system that they worked on earlier by answering the scaffolding questions or by
reading hint messages. Our result suggests that students performed better later in the same
computer session on similar skills, which indicates students are learning from using
ASSISTments. However, learning is rather uneven across groups of skills. We brought up a
variety of hypotheses to explain this phenomenon. We test a few hypotheses and found that the
automated approaches we tried were unable to account for the variation. However, human expert
judgments were predictive as to which groups of skills were learnable. We found out that
students are learning and they learned more from group of items that are more cohesive.
As seen from our student survey results, students complained that being forced into scaffolding
questions is time consuming and frustrating. And we were not sure if all of the time we invested
into these “fancy” scaffolding questions was worth it. Luckily, the assistment system provides a
good platform to run randomized controlled experiments to find out answers like this. Several
randomized controlled experiments were designed and carried out to compare the effectiveness
of different tutoring strategies. Razzaq & Heffernan (2006) and Razzaq, Heffernan & Lindeman
(2007) reported the experiments comparing different tutoring strategies, hints vs. scaffolding. vs.
delayed feedbackiv. And the results showed that in general, scaffolding led to higher averages on
a post-test, although it was not statistically significant. And after a closer examine of the effect of
math proficiency and the level of feedback on learning, they found out that honored students
benefit more from delayed feedback and the regular students did better in the scaffolding
condition. One possible explanation is that less proficient students benefit from more interaction
and coaching through each step to solve a problem while more proficient students benefit from
seeing problems worked out and seeing the big picture. Another study was reported in Razzaq et
al. (2005) where the experiment was designed to compare two different tutoring strategies when
dealing with proportional reasoning problems. One of the conditions of the experiment involved
a student solving two problems like this with scaffolding that first coached them to set up a
proportion. The second strategy coached students through the problem but did not use the formal
notation of a proportion. Evidence was found that these two different scaffolding strategies seem
to have different rates of learning. However, the fact that one strategy seems better than the other
is not the point. The point is that it is a future goal for the ASSISTments system to do this sort of
analysis automatically for content creators, and based on the research results pick the most
suitable tutoring for the learners.

Student Modeling in ASSISTments
The ASSISTments system has two assessment goals: predicting student performance on end-ofyear accountability exams; and cognitively assess student knowledge to help teachers target next
instructional steps. These goals are complicated by two features of the system: assessment is
ongoing throughout the school year as student proficiency develops; and the ASSISTments
system itself as tutoring system changes student proficiency. Nevertheless, prediction using
simple student models and a number of “assistance metrics” (summaries of hint-seeking behavior,
time spent on questions correctly vs. incorrectly answered, etc.) can be almost optimally
effective at predicting end-of-year exam scores. Statistical uncertainty in teacher feedback
reports based on more-detailed student models is sometimes surprisingly low, but even in cases
where the per-student uncertainty is high, reports aggregated over groups of students can be quite

reliable. These ideas will be considered both for the ASSISTments system and in the broader
context of online assessment and learning systems.

Predicting student end-of-year exam score
The first assessment goal for ASSISTments is to make a prediction of student end-of-year exam
score. We have reported the results of several studies where we use data collected via
ASSISTments to try to predict state test scores required of all students in the state. We will now
review of few of those results. In all of these studies we report compared students actual 2005
MCAS test scores with the predicted to get calculate the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) which
was then used as the measure to evaluate the student models. Does providing assistance hurt the
accuracy of the assessment? Surprisingly, these studies reported that the assistance provided
actually improves the assessment. The idea is that by seeing how much help students needed
allows a more sensitive measure of student knowledge then just whether they got a question
correct.

Dynamic testing
Much work has been done in the past 10 years or so on developing “online testing metrics” for
dynamic testing (or dynamic assessment) (Grigorenko and Sternberg, 1998) to supplement
accuracy data (wrong/right scores) for characterizing student proficiency. Researchers have been
interested in trying to get more assessment value by comparing traditional assessment (students
getting an item marked wrong or even getting partial credit) with a measure that shows how
much help they needed. Brown, Bryant, and Campione (1983) compared traditional testing
paradigms against a dynamic testing paradigm. Grigorenko & Sternberg (1998) reviewed
relevant literature on the topic and expressed enthusiasm for the idea. In the dynamic testing
paradigm a student would be presented with an item and when the student appeared to not be
making progress, would be given a prewritten hint. If the student was still not making progress,
another prewritten hint was presented and the process was repeated. In this study they wanted to
predict learning gains between pretest and posttest. They found that static testing prediction did
not correlate (R = 0.45) with student learning data as well as the “dynamic testing” did (R =
0.60). Brown et al. (1983) suggested that this method could be effectively done by computer, but,
as far as we know, their work was not continued. Luckily, the ASSISTment system provides an
ideal test bed as it already provides a set of hints to students. So it is a natural way to extend and
test this idea and see if we can replicate their finding of ASSISTment-style measures being better
assessors. Our hypothesis is that we can achieve more accurate assessment by not only using data
on whether students get test items right or wrong, but by also using data on the effort required for
students to learn how to solve a test item.
We continued the dynamic testing approach (Feng, Heffernan & Koedinger, 2006a, 2006b; Feng
et al., 2008) and developed a group of “assistance” metrics that measures students’ accuracy
(correct or incorrect responses), speed (how many seconds a student needs to solve a problem),
attempts (how many attempts a student made to finally get the correct answer) and help-seeking
behavior (how often a student asks for hints). We computed the metrics from our log data and
found out that all these metrics are reliably correlated with student real MCAS test scores. Then
we built different students models to predict end-of-year MCAS scores. Our goal was to see if

we can reliably predict students’ test scores and to evaluate how well on-line use of the
ASSISTments System can help in the prediction.
A number of different models were compared for measuring student knowledge during
ASSISTments use. The key contrast of interest is between a static model that mimics paper
practice tests by scoring students as either correct or incorrect on each main question, with a
dynamic assessment model that leverages the assistance metrics to take into account the amount
of assistance students need before they get an item correct. In the data set we collected during the
school year of 2004-2005, the predicted score from the static model correlated with the MCAS
test scores, with an R-value of 0.731 and the dynamic assistance model correlated with an Rvalue of 0.865, reliably higher than the correlation between the static prediction and MCAS
scores. Thus, there is some evidence that showing the ASSISTments system is doing a good job
at predicting student math proficiency. Additionally we can improve our prediction of MCAS
score further by including the assistance metrics in a dynamic student model.
It is suspected that a better job of predicting MCAS scores could be done if students could be
encouraged to take the system seriously and reduce “gaming behavior”. One way to reduce
gaming is to detect it and then to notify the teacher's reporting session with evidence that the
teacher can use to approach the student. Our preliminary work on gaming detection was
presented in Walonoski & Heffernan (2006). It is assumed that teacher intervention will lead to
reduced gaming behavior, and thereby more accurate assessment, and higher learning. Adding
visual feedback, as one ongoing work in the ASSISTment system does, aims to help teachers
quickly detect gaming behaviors.

Tracking student performance longitudinally
In Razzaq et al. (2005) and Feng, Heffernan, Beck & Koedinger (2008), we reported results that
suggested students were learning directly during the assisting in ASSISTments. We did this by
looking at groups of items that had the same skills and looked to see if performance later in the
class period was associated with high performance. The gain score over all of the learning
opportunity pairs suggests that students were learning in the system. In this section, instead of
discussing within-system learning, we focus on tracking student progress that results from both
classroom instruction and ASSISTments tutoring over a long period of time. To investigate this
question, we did a longitudinal analysis (Singer & Willett, 2003, Fitzmaurice, Laird & Ware,
2004) by fitting a mixed-effect model on the ASSISTment data to investigate if learning happens
over time. We gradually introduced factors such as what school they are in, who their teacher is,
or which class they are from into our models. By doing so, we attempt to provide an answer to
the question of what factors impact (or are correlated with) students’ learning rate.
During the school year of 2004-2005, there were approximately 650 students using the system,
with each student coming to the computer lab about 7 times, there was a table with 4550 rows,
one row for each student for each day, with an average percent correct which itself is averaged
over about 15 MCAS items done on a given day. In Figure 6, average student performance is
plotted versus time. The y-axis is the average percent correct on the original item (student
performance on the scaffolding questions is ignored in this analysis) in a given class. The x-axis
represents time, where data is bunched together into months, so some students who came to the
lab twice in a month will have their numbers averaged. The fact that most of the class trajectories
are generally rising suggests that most classes are learning between months. The result of

statistical modeling confirms what we saw in the plot. Our fitted longitudinal model ended up
with a statistically significant learning slope which indicates that student performance was
reliably increasing during the school year. Additionally, our model was able to detect different
rates of learning at different schools, but not among different teachers and classes.
[INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE: Average student performance plotted over time]

Figure 6. Average student performance plotted over time

Given that this is the first year of the ASSISTments project, new content is created each month,
which introduces a potential confounder of item difficulty. It could be that some very hard items
were selected to give to students in September, and students are not really learning but are being
tested on easier items. In the future, this confound will be eliminated by sampling items
randomly. Adding automated applied longitudinal data analysis is currently being pursued.
More work is needed to build models to better be able to detect differences between teachers’
effects on the learning rates of students that presumably exist. Besides, other factors will be
investigated about their possible impact on students’ learning over time. Information from
student profiles such as gender, race and ethnicity, special education status, free-lunch status, etc.,
is in our consideration. During this analysis, we noticed the fact that generally speaking, groups
with higher estimated initial scores showed lower rates of learning. Our preliminary speculation
on this fact is that 1) this may be attributed to the “ceiling effect”: it is hard for top students to
make fast progress; 2) good students were assigned to Algebra class and learning content that
won’t be tested until 10th grade and won’t appear in the ASSISTment system. Further
investigation needs to be done to explain this phenomenon.

Modeling fine grained student knowledge
Cognitive models development and skill mapping
The ASSISTments approach is task-centric (development of main questions and scaffolding
materials starts from released state exam items); but it directly attributes individual differences to
unobservable skills or other latent variables. Most large standardized tests (like the math-subtest
of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE)) are what psychometricians call “unidimensional” in
that they are analyzed as if all the questions are tapping a single underlying knowledge

component (i.e., skill). It is this assumption of unidimensionality that makes computer adaptive
testing possible for the GRE. However, cognitive scientists such as Anderson & Lebiere (1998),
believe that students are learning individual skills, and might learn one skill but not another.
In April, 2005, we invited educational researchers and subject manner experts to conduct
cognitive task analysis over the released state test items. They set out to make up skills and tag
the entire existing 8th grade MCAS items with these skills. There were about 300 released test
item to code. Because we wanted to be able to track learning between items, we wanted to come
up with a number of skills that were somewhat fine-grained but not too fine-grained such that
each item had a different skill. We therefore imposed upon our subject-matter expert that no one
item would be tagged with more than 3 skills. The subject manner expert was free to make up
whatever skills she thought appropriate. Although we have English names for the skills, those
names are just a handy tag; the real meaning of a skill must be divined by the questions with
which it is associated. We ended up with a cognitive model of 106 skills which we refer to as
WPI-106.
One aspect of the project is that the ASSISTments system must serve a variety of stakeholders,
and not all of them need or want reports at the same level of granularity. Therefore, even though
WPI-106 may be closer to optimal for providing teacher feedback, we built other cognitive
models at coarser grain sizev. We used the fine-grained model to guide us to create the coarsegrained models. We decided to use the same 5 strands that both the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics uses, as well as the Massachusetts Department of Education. These categories
are named 1) “Patterns, Relations and Algebra”, 2) “Geometry”, 3) “Data Analysis, Statistics and
Probability”, 4) “Number Sense and Operations” and 5) “Measurement”. The Massachusetts
Department of Education actually tags each item with exactly one of the 5 categories, but our
mapping was not necessarily the same as the states’. Furthermore, we allowed multi-mapping, i.e.
allow an item to be tagged with more than one skill. A middle-level model of 39 skills was also
derived by nesting a group of skills from WPI-106 into the each one of the 39 learning standards
from Massachusetts Curriculum Framework.
Table 1 shows the hierarchal nature of the relationship among the three models of different grain
size. We think we will be able to track student knowledge in the fine grained model, partly
because students usually finished many problems along the year (on average 100+ main
problems, 200+ scaffolding questions) and partly because the strategy of scaffolding questions
gives us the identifiablity. As mentioned before, when creating scaffolding questions for the
tutoring session, the authors try to focus on one skill at a time step by step, which makes the
scaffolding questions as cognitive diagnostic assessment on top of tutoring and therefore student
response to scaffolding questions can be used to determine what are the skills students have
mastered or have difficulty on.
[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE: Cognitive models in hierarchically nested structure]

Table 1. Cognitive models in a hierarchically nested structure

A secondary purpose of the ASSISTments builder was to aid the mapping between skills and the
questions. As they are building content, the authors use the builder to tag certain skills to specific
problems to indicate that a problem requires knowledge of that skill.

Inference of skill level and reporting to teachers
Mapping between skills and problems allows our reporting system to track student knowledge
over time using longitudinal data analysis techniques (Singer & Willett, 2003; Fitzmaurice, Laird,
& Ware, 2004) and make inference of student proficiency level on each skills based on their
performance on the problems. In ASSISTments, the inference of student proficiency level is
rather simple (Feng, Heffernan, Mani & Heffernan, 2006). Students get full credit for a skill
when they correctly answer the questions tagged with the skill. In the case of a wrong answer to
a question tagged with multiple skills, the system relies on response to scaffolding questions
(typically tagged with only one skill) to determine which skill "to blame" (i.e., the cause of the
wrong answer to the main question). If no scaffolding questions available, the most difficult skill
will be blamed. Thus, connection between proficiencies and tasks is relatively loose and informal.
Turning to teacher feedback, Figure 7 shows the skill analysis report that informs teachers about
the knowledge status of selected classes. Skills (labelled as Knowledge components in the report)
are ranked according to their correct rate—labelled “Rate” and displayed as “Skill Meter”—
which is the percent correct rate at the items tagged with that skill model. Skills in the reports are
organized hierarchically in three levels of grain sizes. Links in the column entitled “39 learning
standards” will lead to the definition of a particular learning standard in Mathematics Curriculum
Framework. Clicking the name of a skill in WPI-106 (labelled as “106-KC Transfer Model”),
teachers will be redirected to another page showing the items tagged with that skill. In the new
page, teachers are able to see the question text of each item and continue to preview or analyze
the item if they want to know more about it. By presenting such a report, we hope we can help

teachers to decide which skill and items should be focused on to maximize the gain of students’
scores at a class level when instructional time is limited.
[INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE: Class level skill analysis report]

Figure 7. class level skill analysis report

The effect of model granularity on student performance prediction
We then engaged in an effort to investigate if we can do a better job of end-of-year standardized
test by modeling individual skills in a finer grain size (Feng, Heffernan, Mani & Heffernan, 2006;
Pardos, Feng, Heffernan & Heffernan, 2007; Pardos, Heffernan, Anderson & Heffernan, 2006).
We consider the 4 different models, unidimensional, 5 skills, 39 skills, and 106 skills. We fit
mixed-effects logistic model to track student knowledge change longitudinally and then made a
prediction of how a student will perform on each skill in the MCAS testvi at the end of the year.
The measure of model performance is the accuracy of the predicted MCAS test score based on
the assessed skills of the students. We found out that the WPI-106 model is superior in terms of
prediction accuracy of 2005 MCAS test, followed by the model with 39 skills. And including
student’s response to scaffolding questions helped building a better prediction model, too. We
also tried to add item difficulty parameter obtained from a Rasch model (van der Linden &
Hamilton, 1997) into the mixed-effects logistic model as an additional covariate to account for
the fact that questions tagged with the same skill may vary on difficulty, but the result suggested
that item difficulty parameter does not help on top of skill tracking (Feng & Heffernan, 2007a).

Conclusion and General Implications
In this chapter, we address the student modeling challenge in the ASSISTments system, a webbased e-learning and e-assessment system. We concentrate on the assessment ability of the
system. Some evidence was presented that the online assessment system did a better job of
predicting student knowledge by being able to take into consideration how much tutoring
assistance was needed. Promising evidence was also found that the online system was able to

track students’ learning during a year well. Furthermore, we showed how individual skills were
modeled in the ASSISTment system and being used to give feedback to teachers.
Traditional assessment usually focuses on students’ responses to test items and whether they are
answered correctly or incorrectly. It ignores all other student behaviors during the test (e.g.,
response time). However, in this work, we take advantage of a computer-based tutoring system
to collect extensive information while students interact with the system. Our results showed that
the assistance model leads to significantly better predictions than the model that is based on the
assessment results alone. Not only is it possible to get reliable test information while “teaching
on the test”, data from the teaching process actually improves reliability.
Currently we are beginning to focus statistical modeling work on improving student knowledge
modeling in the ASSISTments system. For example, Cen, Koedinger & Junker (2006) model
learning curves using ideas of Draney, Pirolli and Wilson (1995). Another approach as
elaborated in the Evidence Centered Design (ECD) (Mislevy, Steinburg, & Almond, 2003)
framework gives special attention to the role of probability-based reasoning in accumulating
evidence across task performances, in terms of belief about unobservable variables that
characterize the knowledge, skills, and/or abilities of students. Another approach combines the
knowledge tracing algorithm of Corbett, Anderson & O’Brien (1995) with Bayes Net (DINA)
models (Junker & Sijtsma, 2001). The key criterion in determining which approach to pursue
will be model fit and interpretability.
The more general implication from this research suggests that continuous assessment systems are
possible to build and that they can be quite accurate at helping schools get information on their
students. This result is important because it provides evidence that reliable assessment and
instructional assistance can be effectively blended. These results with the ASSISTment system
open up a the possibility of a completely different approach to assessment that is contentious in
nature in suggesting students may not need to spend any time on formal paper and pencil tests.
Many states are moving towards adopting “value added” assessments, so that they can track the
value added by teachers and schools. Value added is possibly because you have year to year state
assessments so you can see the average learning gain for students per year, and attribute those
gains to teachers and schools. Tennessee is even paying teachers differently based upon a
teacher’s averaged gain scorevii. Such systems could benefit from data that is collected every two
weeks, instead of once a year, thereby allowing schools to more quickly figure out what works at
increasing student learning. Because the ASSISTment system teaches while it assesses, it makes
the testing more politically palatable. In fact, this paper showed that because the system teaches
while it assesses, its does a better job of assessing (if you hold the number of items done constant,
instead of time). One might also be concerned that using the ASSISTment system may take
longer than taking a paper practice test. However, unlike paper tests, the ASSISTment system is
contributing to instruction (Razzaq et al., 2005; Feng, Heffernan, Beck & Koedinger, 2008).
While every minute spent on a paper test takes away a minute of instruction, every minute on the
ASSISTment system contributes to instruction. We end with a tantalizing question: Are we likely
to see states move from a test that happens once a year, to an assessment tracking system that
offers continuous assessment (Computing Research Association, 2005) every few weeks? While
more research is warranted, our results suggest that perhaps the answer should be yes.
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i
ii

The term “Assistment” was coined by Kenneth Koedinger and blends Assessment and Assisting.

This does ignore the time it takes authors to plan the ASSISTment, work with their subject-matter expert, and any
time spent making images and animated gifs. All of this time can be substantial, so we cannot claim to have tracked
all time associated with creating content.

iii

There is controversy over whether same-day learning opportunities should be used as evidence of learning. For
example, Beck (2006) thought repeated trials were not indicative of learning, but just retrievals from short term
memory.
iv

Delayed feedback is similar to worked-out examples (Renkl, 1997) in that it shows the solution to a problem all at
once. The difference is that students are administered problems first, but get no feedback until they complete a
problem set. After finishing each problem, students will be told “we will give feedback at the end of the problem
set”.

v

As the ASSISTment system is considered in multiple states and other jurisdictions, additional transfer models will
be needed, that are aligned to those states’ learning standards.

vi

All items in the MCAS tests are tagged in all the four models before this analysis by our subject manner expert.

vii

http://www.shearonforschools.com/TVAAS_index.html

